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Executive Summary Introduction
Executive Summary

Every school has its own story to tell. The context in which teaching and student learning takes place influences the processes and
procedures by which the school makes decisions around curriculum, instruction, and assessment. The context also impacts the way
school leadership considers how to organize, maintain order, and stay faithful to the school's vision. A description of the level of
stakeholder engagement, trends and issues affecting the school, and the kinds of programs and services that the school implements to
support student learning also contributes to the overall narrative.

The purpose of the Executive Summary (ES) is to give schools an opportunity to tell their story, to describe their context both strengths
and challenges so that the public and members of the school community have a more complete picture of how the school perceives
itself and what it is deliberating as it engages in the process of self-reflection for continuous improvement.

This report is structured into 4 sections that give context about what the school faces on a day-to-day basis in providing teaching and
learning in its community:

Section 1: Introduction
• Describes the community in which the school is located. Identifies the unique features and special challenges of this school
community. Provides brief demographic information with regards to both students and staff and the community at large.
Section 2: Student Performance
• Gives a brief description of the school's vision about students and their performance.
• Provides a brief summary of student performance in this school. Identifies the school's goals and how the school will know
they have achieved them. Describes the variety of the school's student performance assessments. Identifies how the staff
engages in meaningful analysis of student work in order to modify instruction.
• Describes the school's student support programs and services. Identifies the ways in which the school ensures
community/parent involvement in the life of the school.
Section 3: Challenges and Opportunities
• Identifies the major challenges the school has faced in the last 3 years and how it has addressed those challenges.
Section 4: Conclusion
• Identifies what the school is most proud of and why.
• Relates other information the school would like to share with the public and the school community.
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Executive Summary
Section 1: Introduction
Provide the school's mission statement. What process was used to create the mission statement?
Describe how the school engaged its stakeholders to parents and community members in the development and fulfillment of
the mission statement. Describe the community in which your school is located. What are the unique features and special
challenges of your school community?
Briefly provide demographic information with regards to both students and staff and the community at large.
Narrative:
What paved way for the establishment of Radhwa International School?
Is the School able to withstand the questions and competitions raised by the those of the same genre?

Radhwa International School is situated in the heart of Yanbu, the fast developing industrial city of Saudi Arabia. Being one
of the prime Locations of the Kingdom, professionals from different part of the world comes to dwell here in pursuit of good working
atmosphere. Multi National giants like Yanpet, Aramco, Sabic, Lube Ref, Cristal Global etc serves as feathers own Yanbu's credit. Even
though the city was on the verge of growth, the lack of a school in or around the place backed most of the families to come aboard.
Amidst this pressing problem those who brought their families along with them relied mainly on home tuitions which itself was like
denying the students right to get educated from the normal healthy atmosphere of a school. It was at this point a group of dedicated
people thought of having a school community which would be able enough to meet the educational needs of those craving young minds
and named it Radhwa International School, Yanbu (RISY), in the year 2004.
Description of students (SOCIO- economic, ability level)
RISY being registered and licensed as an expatriate school, 90% of its students hails from India, and the rest from Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Srilanka, Singapore, Jordan, Sudan, Kenya, Egypt etc. The school was accredited to the Central Board of Secondary
Education (C.B.S.E.), New Delhi, India upto class X and was accredited later to the Senior Secondary level in the year 2010. Being the
setting is an industrial area most of the children's parents are working as direct or private recruited subcontract employees of projects or
some refinery plants and others rely in self business or local office jobs . Hence average economical level of students in our school is
noticeably above average. Students in our school are very sound in curricular and co –curricular activities as we give immense care on
all aspects. Since there were no open venues for our student's like inter school competitions we have no rainbow credits to show off!
Thus we looks forward with extreme hope during this academic year as this is going to be the first year for our students to participate in
an inter school competition since we are the member of the C.B.S.E. affiliated schools team called the Gulf Sahodaya Council.
Description of parents:
Being we had become an inevitable part of the expatriate community in Yanbu, we takes special care to give due respect
and importance to the parents of our wards who continuously render their help, guidance and support for the betterment of the school. It
is with utter most care and perseverance that we interact with them and values our relationship with them, and works for their
satisfaction along with that of our wards. Being highly educated professionals, they warmly accepts all the positive and advanced level
changes we render over here.

Description of Building, Surroundings Area of Town
The city of Yanbu is divided mainly into three, Yanbu Al Bahr (the port town), Yanbu Al Sinaiyah (the industrial town or the Royal
Commission) and Yanbu Al Nakhl (the agricultural expanse). Our institution RISY is located in a well accessible area between the town
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and the Royal Commission. Yanbu town is situated 1 km away from school location. Our school surroundings include Al-Arakan
Exclusive Villas, Al-Majd International Sports and Recreation Club, Saudi Telecom Main Office etc… The school functions in three, well
furnished buildings as Kinder Garden, Boy's Section and Girl's Section. School Administration is situated in the Boy's section as it is the
central building whereas help desks are arranged in other two buildings also. The total areas of our buildings are 2235.06 s.q.m. It
should be kept in record that our 3 buildings occupy individually all the infra structural facilities such as the library, the laboratory, the
play ground and the computer lab etc.
We are happy to announce that our own building is under construction and will be completed by 2011-2012 in the beautiful
setting of the Royal Commission of Yanbu.
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Section 2: Student Performance
Give a brief description of your school’s vision about students and their performance. Provide a brief summary of student
performance in your school. What are your goals and how will you know you have achieved them?
Describe the variety of your school’s student performance assessments. How does your staff engage in meaningful analysis
of student work in order to modify instruction?
Describe the school’s student support programs and services. In what ways does your school ensure community/parent
involvement in the life of the school?
Narrative:
Radhwa school has come to be recognized as an icon of excellence in the fast developing industrial city of Yanbu. At present it boasts
of 850 students against 200 at its inception. Although founded to meet the persistent demands of the Indian Community for quality
education, the school is open to other expatriate communities as well. By the grace of Almighty God, the has been upgraded for +2
(Senior Secondary) this year.
Our Mission
“Quality education and personal excellence through value based learning”.
Like what our motto speaks, we give importance and stress to the type of education where personal excellence of student matters a lot.
We provide special curriculum which includes cultural and traditional studies too thus teaching them the importance of one's own
culture and tradition.
Our Philosophy
Radhwa International School epitomizes a new dimension in education that transcends the physical, intellectual and spiritual realms
and facilitates the transformation of every student into a socially committed, professionally competent and emotionally matured
cosmopolitan citizen.
Objectives
Our Key objectives are to...
a. Pursue quality, educational programme that integrates academic & Islamic education.
b. Promote excellent personal manners & develop strong leadership skills.
c. Prepare students to become good citizens & contributing members of the society.
d. Help students to develop life skills & interests.

Why Radhwa International School – Special Features

• A state-of-the-art, personality development oriented, flexible and highly effective instruction method.
• Adequate staff- student ratio.
• Spacious classrooms and play ground.
• Broad extra-curricular, cultural and morally integrated instructional programme.
• Rich Library & Laboratory System like Science, Language, Computer & Multimedia.
• A friendly and homely atmosphere.
• Enthusiastic, dynamic, loving and highly qualified teachers.
• Office staff always ready to help.
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• Reasonable fees.

Curriculum
"The School follows C.B.S.E. Syllabus." The curriculum in each subject area reflects a coherent, orderly progression through the
grades. There is a definite unity and co-ordination of subject matter among the various subjects in each grade. The School prepares the
pupils for the All India Sr. Secondary and Secondary School Examination conducted annually by C.B.S.E., New Delhi. The school
follows the C.B.S.E. syllabus of studies in the following subjects.
Subjects
English (First Language)
Hindi (Second Language)
Arabic / Urdu / Malayalam / Tamil / Gujarathi / Kannada / French (Second Language)
Mathematics
Science
Social Science

Certificate Subjects
General Knowledge
Moral Science / Islamic Studies / Saudi History Culture
Physical Education

FOR CLASSES XI & XII Science Stream
English
Mathematics / Biology
Physics
Chemistry
Physical Education / Computer Science / Fine Arts / Home Science / Bio-Technology / Humanities

Commerce Stream
English
Economics
Business Studies
Accountancy
Physical Education / Computer Science / Fine Arts / Home Science / Humanities / History

Apart from the high academic standards envisaged by the scheme of studies, an array of co-curricular activities in Elocution, Debate,
Declamation, Recitation, Quiz, Essay writing, Exhibitions, Sports and several other such activities are incorporated in the curriculum for
the growing budding talents and development of a balanced personality in the pupils.

School Based Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation in CBSE
The Certificate of School Based Assessment on Continuous Comprehensive Assessment will be available from the CBSE and the end
of Class X. This will be filled up in the school and sent to the concerned RO in CBSE for countersignature. All regular students who
have undergone a course of study at the X class of an affiliated school of CBSE shall be issued this certificate with effect from the year
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2011.

The assessment for Scholastic and Co-Scholastic areas shall be objective and should indicate the performance of the student in a
manner as desired below. The assessment will be recorded at the end of Class X in CCE card. This card has been divided into three
parts. Now with effort for October 2009, CCE is being implemented in its strengthened form in class IX in all CBSE affiliated schools. In
the session 2010-11, this will be implemented in both classes IX and X.
As far as Certificate of School Based Evaluation in Classes IX & X is concerned, the THREE parts are given below:
PART 1
Part 1 consists of the evaluation of Scholastic Attainments which will be reflected both for classes IX & X in this card in the form of
Grades and Percentile Rank.
Part 1(A):
1. There will be two terms in both classes IX & X, the first term will be from April – September and the second term from October to
March of the subsequent year.
2. Each term will have two Formative and one Summative Assessment.
3. Assessment will be indicated in Grades and Percentile rank.
4. The grading Scale for the Scholastic Domain is a nine point grading Scale given at the back of the card.
PART 1 (B):
1. This will assess students for Work-Experience, Art Education and Physical and Health Education
2. It will be assessed on a five point grading scale
3. Descriptive Indicators are statements used to describe each learner
4. Overall Grade will be given at the end of class IX and class X
PART 2
Part 2 consists of Co-Scholastic Areas where participants are assessed in two parts; 2(A) Life Skills and Attitudes and Values (2B).
Part 2(A):
1. Life Skills: This consists of Thinking Skills, Social Skills and Emotional Skills which will be assessed on a five point grading Scale
(given at the back of the card).
Part 2(B):
1. This consists of attitude towards Teachers, Schoolmates, School Programmes and Environment and will be assessed on a three
point grading Scale.
2. Value Systems refers to the framework which must be developed right through primary to secondary level. These will be assessed
on a three point grading Scale.
PART-3
Part 3 consists of Co-Scholastic areas where in choice in participation and assessment thereof is available. This part consists of two
sub parts.
Part 3(A):
1. Literary & Creative skills, scientific skills, Aesthetic Skills and Performing Art and Clubs (Eco, Health and Wellness clubs etc.).
Part 3(B):
Eight different kinds of activities have been provided.
1. Sports/ Indigenous sports (Kho-Kho etc.)
2. NCC / NSS
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Scouting and Guiding
Swimming
Gymnastics
Yoga
First Aid
Gardening/Shramdan

The learner needs to be assessed on any two from the first subpart (3A) and any two from second subpart (3B).
GENERAL
Except Life Skills each of these Co-scholastic areas will be assessed on a three point grading Scale.
Assessment of Scholastic attainments 1(A) will be reported once in class IX and once in class X.
Assessment of Scholastic attainments 1(B) will be reported once in class IX and once in class X.
Assessment of Co-Scholastic 2(A) and 2(B) will be reported once in class IX and once in class X.
Assessment of Co-Scholastic 3(A) and 3(B) will be reported once in class IX and once in class X.
The nine point grading scale for measuring Scholastic achievements is reproduced below:
For marks 91-100 grade is A1
For marks 81-90 grade is A2
For marks 71-80 grade is B1
For marks 61-70 grade is B2
For marks 51-60 grade is C1
For marks 41-50 grade is C2
For marks 33-40 grade is D
For marks 21-32 grade is E1
For marks 00-20 grade is E2
Note: All assessment with regard to the academic status of the students shall be done in marks and overall assessment will be given in
grades.
The Assessment of Performance in the areas like Work Experience, Art Education and Health & Physical Education will to be done
on 5-point scale given at the back of the card. It is A+, A, B+, B and C.
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Section 3: Challenges and Opportunities
What are the major challenges your school has faced in the last 3 years and how have you addressed those challenges?
Narrative:
Our Mission & Vision

"Quality education and personnel excellence through value based learning"
Radhwa International School is dedicated to the pursuit of excellence in student's intellectual, physical, spiritual and social
development. Diverse programs provide students with a learning environment emphasizing research and critical thinking. Students gain
an appreciation for learning as a lifelong process and apply skills and knowledge necessary for success in an evolving world.
In a positive, all-inclusive, standards-based learning environment, Radhwa international School provides all students with
opportunities to achieve their full potential. Students are encouraged to become self-directed learners and responsible citizens who
contribute to their communities and the school environment. Students will be exposed to research and practices and will be able to
access information from a variety of resources.

Our Goal Statement
•AdvancED (CITA)candidacy.
•Senior Secondary Affiliation from CBSE.
•Quality teacher programme.
•Construct RISY 4- Food technology room, technology room, classrooms, Support room, student's amenities/ store, bus bay, road
works and entrance.
•Purchase additional playground seating and shade areas.
•Construct an outdoor classroom near the sporting facilities and Eco track.
•Construct cricket nets.
•Starting of classes in new Building.
•Complete a propagating area for the landscape design course.
•Develop leadership teams with Ministry group focus.
•Plan further fundraising and vision dinners.
•Develop Leadership scholarships for Middle school in the areas of sports, citizenship, creative & performing arts and academic
achievement.
•Building up the area of Literacy through writing in the Junior School-"Write Now-Write Away".
•Resource the Design & Technology area of the school.
•Long range financial planning and projections for the site.
•Staff quarters work completing.
•Starting of career guidance and counseling centre.
•Conducting International Seminars.
•Conducting International Sports Programmes.
•Starting of Bridge classes for Xth Std. Students.
•Invite VIPs and resource persons to conduct special oration.
•Starting of Senior Secondary Block Building work.
•Starting of RADHWA Stadium work.
•Conduct Inter School Competitions.
•Build own Swimming pool, Cricket ground, etc.
•Separate library for secondary and Senior secondary.
•Separate laboratory for secondary and senior secondary in each section.
•Purchasing 5 buses more.
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Section 4: Conclusion
What is your school most proud of and why?
Is there any other information you would like to share with the public and the school community?
Narrative:
The school is very much proud to present its well crafted and dedicated faculties and encouraging and supporting stakeholders i.e. the
parents. For us, the student who comes to the school is just like iron ore in a blacksmith's workshop. Its the blacksmith who crafts it
removing the impurities and molds it to excellent crafts work. The team of highly qualified, dedicated and professional staff members
and internal stake holders acts as pillars for the school. The students are treated with much importance and are given first and foremost
priority. Teachers act as guides to provide them with proper guidance and to get the maximum out of their fresh and sprouting brain.
Seminars and other interactive workshops are conducted for the students. Academic counselling and field trips are also provided
which enables the student to grasp and learn what they had observed. Amidst the restriction which the country has imposed, we takes it
with high pride that we are able to provide our students with an atmosphere comparable to that of the Indian standards.
The internal stake holders work continuously for the upliftment of the institution and helps to keep it on top. It is because of such
dedicated and selfless service rendered by them helps the school maintain it's high standard even in it's seventh year of establishment.
The updations what they provide through the school website help parents and children to be in track.
The external stake holders serves as inspiration to the school. Their timely advice and valuable suggestions help us to improve
and be along with the winning line.
In short, Radhwa International School is not mere a school but a society which is based on high standard, excellent quality and an
epitome of value based learning which strives to be known as an amphitheater of educational marvel.
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